The derivation of Boussinesq's type of equations is revisited for the shallow uid layers and nonlinear atomic chains. It is shown that the linearly stable equation with purely spatial derivatives representing dispersion must be of sixth order. The corresponding conservation and balance laws are derived. The shapes of solitary stationary waves are calculated numerically for di erent signs of the fourth{order dispersion. The head{on collisions among di erent solitary waves are investigated by means of a conservative di erence scheme and their solitonic properties are established, although the inelasticity of collisions is always present.
Introduction
The permanent wave was observed by J. Scott Russell 1, 2] around \Turning Point" in Union Canal near Edinburgh and further results were obtained in laboratory systematic experimental investigations by Russell and Bazin. Boussinesq 3, 4, 5] and later on independently Lord Rayleigh 6] provided the pertinent theoretical description. The importance of this discovery went at the beginning unnoticed although Korteweg and de Vries 7] further developed its understanding. It was only after Zabusky and Kruskal 8] showed the particle{like (\solitonic") behaviour of the localized waves of the Korteweg-de Vries equation (KdV) , that the individualized (permanent) wave captured for good the attention of the investigators and the study of solitons became an important eld of nonlinear physics. Nowadays, the Boussinesq idea that the permanent-wave shapes are the result of an appropriate (local) balance between dispersion and nonlinearity has already become a paradigm. The Boussinesq equations appear not only in the study of the dynamics of thin inviscid layers with free surface but also in the study of the propagation of waves in elastic rods and in the continuum limit of lattice dynamics or coupled electrical circuits. On the other hand the Korteweg{de Vries (KdV) equation served as the prime example of the integrability theory and various properties have been since established for KdV, Boussinesq and related equations.
Yet, an exhaustive analytical description can be obtained only in certain rather special cases. It takes just a smallest step in direction of making the model more realistic and the integrability (or at least the analytical form of the solutions) is lost. It is clear that a model or a paradigm can be of practical importance only if its properties are robust, i.e. structurally stable. Then it can be simulated numerically and predictions can be made for large intervals of variation of the governing parameters. It happened not to be the case with the original equation derived by Boussinesq himself, since it was linearly unstable with respect to short-wave-length disturbances and can be called \incorrect in the sense of Hadamard" since a smallest disturbance in the initial conditions results in a signi cant change in the solution after a nite time. This spurred a signi cant activity for improving the Boussinesq equation (BE) and nowadays \good", \improved", \proper", etc. Boussinesq equations are known which di er from Boussinesq's derivation. For the sake of clarity we call the equation derived by Boussinesq himself \Boussinesq's Boussinesq equation" (BBE). Thus a Boussinesq equation will be a wave equation to which fourth{order dispersion term and certain nonlinearity are added. \Boussinesq Paradigm" refers to this in a broad sense.
A way to make BE mathematically correct is to change the improper sign of the dispersion term of Boussinesq's Boussinesq equation. In uid dynamics it amounts to considering a very strong surface tension (which hardly corresponds to the case observed by J. Scott Russell), while in lattices it means an overwhelming presence of long{range interactions ( ve{point di erences) which is never true in reality. This means that the mathematically improper sign of the dispersion coe cient in BBE re ects deeper physical nature and could not be simply changed without compromising the main assumptions of the model. In our view, the mathematical incorrectness of BBE is due to missing (or badly rearranged) terms, rather than to the physics it was attempting to re ect.
Another approach is to replace the fourth spatial derivative by a mixed spatiotemporal one of the same order. This keeps intact the physical assumptions but then makes the model less amenable to the analytical techniques since the \improved" equation is no more fully integrable 9]. It seems important to pursue further the research with purely spatial derivatives representing the dispersion. As we show here, this can be done mathematically correct if at least the sixth spatial derivative is retained when approximating the dispersion.
Here is to be pointed out that there exists a physical situation where an equation of Boussinesq's type naturally appears with the proper sign of the dispersion. This is the case of transverse vibrations of nonlinear rods 10, 11, 12] .
Longitudinal Vibrations in Nonlinear Chains

Discrete Dynamics
Consider a chain of points of equal masses, connected to each other through (nonlinear) springs. Let us denote by l the lattice constant (the equidistant spacing between the material points in the initial state or`reference con guration'). We consider here a chain which is a straight line coinciding with the coordinate axis Ox. This conjecture gives a good approximation for any curved 1D lament whose local radius of curvature is large enough in comparison with the distance l between points.
In the non-deformed state the coordinates of points are nl. The longitudinal positions assumed in the deformed state are denoted by x 0 ; : : : ; x n ; : : : ; x N . It is convenient to introduce also the relative displacements (loosely speaking \strains") and the rates of strains u n+1 = x n+1 ? x n r n+1 ; _ u n+1 = _ x n+1 ? _ x n _ r n+1 ; (2.1) where the dots over the variables denote time derivatives.
Let us now denote by (r n+1 ) and 0 (r n+1 ), respectively the potential and the elastic force of interaction between the masses at sites n and n + 1. If one considers an exponentially nonlinear (Toda) Here the rst term gives a harmonic potential with spring constant = ab. For simplicity and with no lack of generality we constrict the considerations in what follows to the cubic potential (2.4). Yet, the cubic potential is qualitatively di erent from the exponential one and is inherently improper in the sense that the force which corresponds to it becomes unbounded for large relative displacements. At the time the exponential potential gives a saturation for the force (see (2.3) ). In fact the cubic approximation of the potential is the cause for nonlinear blow-up of the model. Thus the cubic-pentic approximation from 13] appears more appropriate. However, it goes beyond the frame of the present work to investigate the consequences of di erent approximations for the potential. For the behaviour of solitons in the cubic-pentic model we refer the reader to 14]. Newton's law for the mass point of number n reads m x n = 0 (u n+1 ) ? 0 (u n ) ; (2.5) In a similar fashion can be derived the Newton law with potential of interactions that depends on the relative position of three particles. It can be noted here that a quadratic potential depending on the three-point di erence yields in the equations a linear term proportional to the ve{point di erence x n?2 ? 4x n?1 + 6x n ? 4x n+1 + x n+2 .
In terms of relative displacements u i of atoms in a lattice, the governing equation has the following form ( 15, 16] 
Continuum Limit
The most natural way to predict the behaviour of a chain seems to be making use of the \di erence" equation (2.8) as the governing equation and simulating it numerically as it is correct in the sense of Hadamard. The problem is that it is a microscopic equation with l being of order of intermolecular distances. Hence too many computational points (coinciding with the number of atoms of the chain) will be needed for direct numerical simulations if one is to model even the smallest system of macroscopic relevance. To overcome this di culty the continuum limit is used, assuming that the relative displacement u is a continuous and smooth enough function whose values in the geometric points representing the material points of the chain are exactly u n . Then a Taylor-series expansion for the strain in the vicinity of point x i gives (u i+1 ? 2u i + u i?1 ) = l 2 u 00 i + l 4 12 u (4) i + l 6 360 u (6) i + l 8 20160 u (8) i + l 10 1814400 u (10) Now higher-order spatial derivatives appear in the model re ecting more information about the interaction between the atoms. Equations of the type of (2.12) are \General-ized Wave Equations" (GWE). The problem is that after the contribution of these new terms is acknowledged the truncation after the fourth derivative does not necessarily give a linearly stable model.
The fourth-order truncation of equation (2.12) would be proper only if > 12 ; which is hardly realizable since the multiple interactions are always \screened" by the lower-order ones, i.e. actually . Then it is the sixth{order truncation which is of practical interest since it is well{posed for < 60 :
One can proceed even further by considering the eighth-order GWE but the condition for correctness of the latter appears to be qualitatively similar to the fourth{order equation with the only di erence that the limitation now is not so restrictive, namely > 252 ; but still well above the practical range of parameters. Then the tenth-order GWE can be considered and it is correct for very large but lesser than 17 60 : It is clear that the increased -interval for correctness in the case of the tenth{ order equation does not pay o the increased complexity added to the model. Thus we shall limit the consideration to the sixth-order GWE which is the minimal order that is linearly stable. After re-scaling the variables, we arrive at the following equation Here the unknown function of time that enters the dynamic condition is identi ed as gH, assuming that in the initial moment of time the system was at rest (i.e., 0 >; h 0 at t = 0).
Boussinesq expanded the solution of the Laplace equation (3.1) into a power series with respect to . With the non-ux condition @ =@z = 0 at the bottom of the layer the power series contains only the even powers of the coordinate z, namely (x; y; z; t) = which is well-posed as initial value problem. Naturally, its energy functional
is positive de nite and it is a conserved quantity due to equation (3.10).
In the literature eq.(3.10) is called Regularized Long-Wave Equation (RLW) (see, 23, 24, 25] ) suggesting that something had to be regularized in the thin-lm equations. RLW is the natural equation that appears in Boussinesq's type of derivation (see, previous subsection) and curiously enough some e ort is needed to \de-regularize" it making it incorrect.
If an approximation valid only in the moving frame is sought, then following Boussinesq 3, 4, 5] one can argue that the time derivatives can be approximated by the spatial ones for motions that evolve slowly in the coordinate frame moving to the right (with unit velocity). Then upon replacing the mixed fourth derivative in eq. which apparently has a mathematically more pleasant form lacking mixed derivatives. However, eq.(3.12) is is instable to short-length disturbances, as linear stability analysis shows. Physically speaking this de ciency seems to be of no relevance, because from the very beginning the equation was derived to only account for the long-wave motions. This is indeed the case when one can nd an analytical solution (as Boussinesq did). Yet avoiding the short-wave-length instability is crucial when direct numerical simulations are attempted because it can be triggered by the inevitable errors (truncation, round-o , mismatch between analytical initial conditions and nite di erence solution for evolution, etc.). Note that here the mixed-derivative expression naturally appears while the purely spatial dispersion is an approximation. It is opposite to the case of nonlinear chains where the mixed-derivative expression is used to regularize the equation. 4 The 6GBE
Reformulating Boussinesq's Approach
Although Boussinesq arrived to an ill-posed problem when replacing the mixed spatiotemporal derivative by the purely spatial fourth derivative, getting rid of the mixed fourth derivative might prove useful in the end. This idea nowadays enjoys a revived actuality in the light of the quest for conservation laws and integrability of the models. So far, attempts to show integrability for models with mixed derivatives have failed 9]. For this reason we reformulate the Boussinesq derivation in a manner to have only spatial higher-order derivatives, while avoiding the trap of ill-posedness.
Our approach requires inversion of in nite series and we carry it on in an asymptotic manner up to terms of order of 3 included. The simplest way to avoid mixed derivatives is to use the value of the original potential function at the surface (denote it by (x; y; t) (x; y; 1 + (x; t); t)) rather than the Boussinesq function f (x; y; 0; t) which is the restriction of to the bottom boundary. We invert the Boussinesq series eq. (4.5) which is complicated enough while being an approximate model due to the very fact of employing the Boussinesq series (3.4). It seems reasonable to simplify (although asymptotically inconsistently) the system and to retain only the terms responsible for introducing the qualitatively new e ects like the linear stability. For instance the leading nonlinear terms could not be neglected, as well as the leading dispersion terms, while their modi cations of relative order O( ) can be either neglected or reduced to simpler terms. This kind of heuristic but not so arbitrary reduction is called \paradigmatic reduction" to distinguish it other asymptotically inconsistent reductions. Note that a true long-wave-length solution can exist for the Boussinesq system only if it is also weakly nonlinear ( 26, 36] ). As far as Boussinesq seches are concerned, this is the case when the celerities are very close to the characteristic velocity of the system 36] (unity in the particular dimensionless form considered here). Thus in the process of reduction we envisage quantitative applications to shallow-layer ows only for the case ; O( ). Yet, we obtain a new system for investigating the \quasi-particle" behaviour of the localized nonlinear waves. where it is already integrated twice with respect to x using q x = = 0 for x = ?L 1 .
Conserved Quantities for 6CBS
Before turning to the integral characteristics we specify the asymptotic conditions at both in nities. Since we are concerned here with solitary waves, we set ?q x ! and u x ! 0 for x ! 1 ; x which may happen not to be positive for certain transients. Here one can see the di erence between the uid layer and the nonlinear chain. In the lattice the possibility of nonlinear blow{up was introduced by the inadequate cubic approximation of the potential. In the uid layer, the non{de niteness of the energy functional is inherent, because of the presence of free surface. The lack of positive de niteness re ects the fact that Eulerian coordinates are used in which the well known phenomenon of steepening of the surface waves due to nonlinearity cannot be followed beyond the instant in which the surface shape function becomes double{valued. Now the pseudomomentum can be de ned as 
x dx ; (4.20) While the Euler-Lagrange equation derived from (4.18) by straightforward variation just yields the variant of (4.6) obtained by taking (4.7) into account, the canonical quantity (4.20) is the rst of (4.14) or (4.16). Furthermore, while the Lagrangian (4.18) contains a term linear in t , this is not the case of the associated Hamiltonian density H = t (@L=@ t )?L (this is the integrand in expression (4.17). Thus we have succeeded in re-interpreting our uid-mechanics problem as a eld-theoretical construct namely, the one-dimensional elastic crystal endowed not only with non-linearity and dispersion, but also with a Lagrangian contribution of the so-called \gyroscopic" type, that does not contribute to the total energy while altering the nal expression of canonical momentum (this happens in spin systems such as in ferromagnetics).
6-th Order Corrections to Boussinesq's Boussinesq Equation
It is instructive to add here the equation in the form obtained by Boussinesq himself. For this reason, following Boussinesq we neglect the nonlinear term in (4.9) as introducing \too much nonlinearity" (see. also, 28]). Boussinesq's conjecture was indeed physically sound and asymptotically correct since the long-wave assumption goes together with the weakly-nonlinear assumption. The second Boussinesq conjecture was that in the nonlinear term of (4.8) one can replace q x by ?u as in the right-moving frame, the derivative u t can be replaced approximately by ?u x in (4.9) and to integrate the latter once with respect to x (this integration is needed because we use here the auxiliary function q).
Apart from rendering the model linearly unstable, the Boussinesq manipulations as a \byproduct" destroy also the Galilean invariance. Thus the di erence between the Eulerian and Lagrangian descriptions disappears and then the longitudinal coordinate can be thought of as a material coordinate in the reference con guration 21]. We have already demonstrated in a preceding section that the pseudomomentum formulation of BBE coincides with the eld-theoretical approach. ] also found the permanent wave. This point was further strengthened by Korteweg and de Vries 7] who besides the Boussinesq sech found another permanent wave { the cnoidal one { consisting of a periodic train of crests. In the linear limit it gives the harmonic wave, while for signi cant nonlinearity it is a train of shapes similar to sech, but we had to wait 50 years before it was understood 32] (see, also 33] for an illuminating discussion on the cnoidal wave as \imbrication" of sech-solitons). A historical account can be found in 34, 35, 36], among others. The dispersion is weak (of order of the small parameter ) and hence the coe cient of the nonlinear term must also be small (i.e., ) in order to have a balance between dispersion and nonlinearity while both being weak. At the time, the famous Boussinesq sech solution (4.23) is formally valid for all values of the parameters, which is a typical feature of a paradigmatic derivation. The weakly-nonlinear long-length-scale solution is recovered only for phase velocities (celerities) c very close to the characteristic speed (unity in our notation). Then, indeed, the solution evolves slowly in the moving frame, at least for overtaking interactions of sech-es. This means that the physical validity of Boussinesq's Boussinesq equation is not wider than the validity of KdV equation, which is much simpler mathematically being merely an evolution equation in the moving frame. Formally one can solve one of the`improved' versions of Boussinesq equation for head{on interactions of sech-es but the result must be appreciated mostly qualitatively rather than quantitatively. The results of numerical simulations of head{on collisions in RLW exhibit considerable inelasticity (see 37, 38] ). The inelastic behaviour was con rmed also by the calculations with the conservative scheme 36] which makes us believe that it is an innate property of the RLW rather than an artifact of the numerics.
Finally, upon rescaling the variables of eq.(4.21), the latter is recast in the form (2.13) which will be henceforth referred to as 6-th Order Boussinesq Equation (6GBE).
In what follows we turn to the numerical investigation of 6GBE. We start the numerical experiments with this case. The di erence scheme is given in the Appendix. The di erence solution we obtain for this particular value of celerity virtually coincides with the analytical solution. Table 1 shows the maximal amplitude of the solutions obtained as function of the spacing h of the scheme. It is seen that the deviation from the analytical solution is indeed of order O(h Table 1 respectively. Thus the normalized analytic solution has unit amplitude and approximately unit space support. The gure shows that there is a deviation form the sech shape. For c p 0:75 0:866 a complex conjugate pair of roots appears and the localized waves do have oscillatory damped tails but of extremely low amplitude so that the fact that the shapes are not strictly monotone cannot be discerned on the graphs with normal scales for the variables. In order to show that we present in Fig. 2 zooms to illustrate this statement. This means that the real pair of roots dominates the behavior of the solution, as far as the steady propagating waves are concerned. Note that for smaller one can nd more intense oscillations of the outskirts of the \monotone" shapes.
Damped Oscillatory Shapes (Kawahara Solitons)
The algorithm developed is applied next to the case of positive fourth-order dispersion = 1. The di erence here is that the oscillatory shapes become stable in the iterative process while the hump-like shapes disappear. The upper graph in Fig. 3 shows the result for di erent celerities where the amplitudes are scaled by the Lorentzian factor p 0:75 ? c 2 and the abscissa is not scaled. We have obtained the shapes found by Kawahara for the continuous spectrum 0 < c < c 0 = p 0:75. An important feature of the case with positive fourth-order dispersion is that the stationary shapes form bound states. Depending on the amount of initial energy put into the initial condition, the algorithm goes to di erent solutions. The solutions containing more than one hump can be considered as bound states of solitons, i.e., wave trains of humps separated by di erent distances between the main peaks. The lower graph in Fig. 3 depicts the bound state of two solitons with the shortest distance between the peaks and it exists in our numerical calculations for a continuous spectrum of celerity, i.e., the bound states are valid \quasi-particles". Once again the amplitude is scaled by the Lorentzian factor which in this case is p 0:75 ? c 2 . We have also found bound states with di erent separations of the centers of the solitons. However, to make a full taxonomy of those goes well beyond the scope of the present paper. Bound states were brie y considered also in 47] where they were called multi-solitons. We believe that using such a terminology might prove misleading because multi-soliton solutions (or N-soliton solutions) are called dynamical structures in which the di erent humps (solitons) may move with di erent celerities. In the bound states discussed here the soliton train moves as a rigid body, i.e. the bound state appears as a \frozen pattern"). Unfortunately, Ref solitons form a tight bound state like a \nucleus" and the other two appear as two electrons in their lower orbit.
Needless to say, the results reported in the present subsection have been veri ed with the same scrutiny as in the previous subsection, namely the mesh size, the \actual in nity" and initial conditions have been varied and their optimal values carefully chosen.
Weakly Nonlocal Solitons
In the supersonic case < 0 and regardless to the sign of the dispersion relation (5.2) has two pairs of roots (a real pair and a pair of imaginary and conjugate roots). The presence of the real pair of roots might give some expectation that a localized hump-like shape could be possible, while the imaginary pair suggests that the solutions cannot be strictly localized but rather acquire oscillatory non-decaying tails. This case was thoroughly investigated by Boyd 48, 33, 49] who found solutions with a main hump and small wings extending to in nity. He called them weakly nonlocal solutions or \nanopterons" because of their wings. He also showed that imbrication of nanopterons can form a periodic wave which he called nanopteroidal wave. When the amplitude of the wings is of the same order as the amplitude of the main hump (strongly nonlocal solutions) they can only be found numerically. However, proceeding to the realm of strongly nonlocal solutions needs some more systematic investigation again beyond the scope of the present paper.
6 Pseudo-Lorentzian Kinematics of \Quasi-Particles"
As we are interested in 6GBE from the point of view of its eld-theoretical interpretation and the \quasi-particles" we compile in this Section the results for the three conserved quantities characterizing the localized wave{quasi-particle, namely the mass, energy and pseudomomentum.
The kinematics of \quasi-particles" of 6GBE is dominated by what can be called pseudo-Lorentzian (in a sense anti-Lorentzian) character. In the \real" Lorentzian dynamics the mass and momentum of a particle increase with the increase of velocity and eventually become in nite at the characteristic speed c 0 (speed of light in the case of transverse vibrations or speed of sound for the case of longitudinal vibrations). Because of their subsonic nature, the localized waves of 6GBE have amplitudes that decrease with the increase of the phase velocity (celerity) c and eventually decay to zero at the characteristic speed c 0 . Yet their kinematics resemble the Lorentzian in the sense that the factor = Since there are no analytic expressions for the mass, pseudomomentum and energy we look for the best approximation containing the powers of celerity c and the \Lorentzian" factor . Some preliminary experience with deriving analytical expressions for the pseudomomentum for other solitonic system teaches us that the expressions need not be necessarily limited only to powers of , but may rather contain also some transcendental functions (such as arctangent). Exhausting all the combinations with di erent functions is impossible and for that reason we take the usual route in the best-t approaches resorting only to powers of the independent variables. We further restrict ourselves taking only powers of that are integer multiples of . This reduces somewhat the exibility of the approximation. The best t obtained under these constraints (smooth curves in (6.6) The agreement is quite good and justi es the choice for powers of . We attempted some best t approximations for the energy too, but due to the non-convexity of the latter the number of possible di erent combinations of powers of c, , M, and P increases to such an extent that renders impossible the task to choose one expression over another because quantitatively they t equally well the data from numerical experiments.
In the limiting case of slow celerities c c 0 ( 1), as far as the mass and pseudomomentum are concerned, the dynamics of monotone shapes of 6GBE appears to be Newtonian, namely M M 0 ; P Mc.
Kawahara solitons
The shapes of the subsonic (or sub-luminous) solitary waves of 6GBE can transform to damped oscillatory ones when changing the coe cient of the fourth order dispersion. Increasing one reaches a threshold above which the localized waves acquire oscillatory tails (called Kawahara solitons). The said threshold is usually a negative value, so that if one takes > 0 the shapes will be Kawahara solitons for the whole range of admissible sub-luminous celerities. So here we report the case = 1. There is a major di erence between this case and the previous one. Now the existence of the quasi-particles is not limited by the characteristic speed of the equation, but rather it is c Here also, the selected type of approximation secures quantitatively very good results for the best t.
There are some di erences in the powers of between the two cases considered here. Yet, the general behaviour is similar. One is to expect di erent behaviours from a complex system when one changes the sign of one of the dispersion coe cients. In Kawahara's case the two dispersions act against each other and this can explain the di erent shapes (damped and oscillatory) for the solitary waves and hence the di erent powers of in the expressions for the mass and pseudomomentum. The Newtonian limit is M M 0 ; P Mc. 
Humps (sech Solitons)
First we begin with the case when the fourth{order dispersion term has negative sign, i.e., the case when the fourth{order Boussinesq equation would have been correct in the sense of Hadamard. This is the case when humps of sech shape can be found. For de niteness we choose = ?1, = 1 and = 1. Our rst objective is the head-on collision of two sech{like humps (see Fig. 1 ). The collisions of the analytical sech-es (c = 0:88712) were already investigated in 50] and their solitonic behavior was con rmed. For 1 > c 0:9 we discovered practically elastic collision with extremely small transients excited in the cite of collision. Respectively, M and E; are conserved with an accuracy of 10 ?13 ; i.e., within the round-o error of the computer. For the balance law scaled by the maximum of the solution we obtain a quantity of order of 10 ?12 : There are only slight hints of two radiative signals escaping ahead of the main two humps after the collision. The situation sharply deteriorates with decreasing celerity (increasing the amplitude of the subsonic solitons). In Fig. 7 the head-on collision is shown for c = 0:86 where appear considerable \pulses". In fact c = 0:86 was the smallest value for which we obtained a solution. For c = 0:85 the nonlinear blow-up took place in our calculations (see, 29, 30] for de nition and theory and 36] { for numerical veri cation for BE and RLW). The coincidence between the threshold of nonlinear blow-up and the limit of existence of strictly monotone shapes is interesting and awaits its explanation.
Pulse Formation
We proceed further and investigate the long-time evolution of the transient excited after collision of hump-solitons of 6GBE. For de niteness we consider only the solution in the right-hand-side of the interval. We cut the main hump and investigate the evolution of the reminder (a pulse) in the moving coordinate frame. The mass of the pulse appears to be of the order of 10 ?4 of the total initial mass and the energy of order of 10 ?5 . In this sense the mass and energy of the pulse are virtually equal to zero. Due to the nonde niteness of the energy functional, however, its amplitude is allowed to change while the energy remains xed and that is what happens. It is clearly seen in Fig. 8 . The pulse broadens with time (it experiences a \red shift") and decreases in amplitude, which we call \Big-Bang" property. It was observed in 19, 36] Now one can investigate the behaviour of a pulse as a solitary wave. Since it propagates with the characteristic speed and with virtually zero mass and energy we may can call it pulse-photon to distinguish it from the transient pulses generated by the dissipation in non-conservative systems. In fact, the emission of a pulse in 6GBE is exactly the same process of redistributing of the mass, energy and pseudomomentum as the splitting of the initial signal into several sech-es in KdV. Then the question of solitonic nature and the \quasi-particle" properties of the pulse-photons is raised. To answer this question we take as initial condition a system of two pulse-photons propagating towards each other. We have found that in the course of interaction they pass through each other without changing qualitatively their shapes (save a red-shifting) and the mass and energy of the system of pulses are conserved. This su ces to claim that the pulse-photons are also solitons.
The pulse formation has been observed for 6GBE in all collisions of humps while in fourth-order BE, the formation of pulses was observed only for signi cant enough mismatches between the initial condition and the stationary shapes. This imperfect behavior of the quasi-particles is not related to the conservativeness of the system. In all these calculations the total energy and mass were conserved to the last signi cant digit of the calculations. For collisionless long-wave-length systems, the sixth derivative did not change the quantitative and qualitative evolution. However, if a short-wave disturbance appears at least once, then the sixth derivative becomes the dominant feature { whence the inelasticity, radiation and pulse formation. This is always what happens when a system is singularly perturbed (for a discussion about this, see 58]).
Paradoxically enough, the pulses can be suppressed if dissipation is introduced. But then in order to have self-sustained patterns one has to introduce energy input. The dissipation will act to smooth the short-wave-length pulses, while the energy input in the larger scales will sustain the motion preventing its decay. Some steps were already undertaken in this direction in 59] where the KdV-KSV equation was generalized to a wave equation containing energy dissipation and energy production and the coherent structures of the proposed equation were investigated numerically. They turned out to behave as quasi{particles and can be called \dissipative solitons" with a proper justi cation 27].
Kawahara Solitons
Let us now consider the case of positive fourth-order dispersion = 1 when the stationary shapes are not monotone. In Fig. 9 a head{on collision is shown for a large deviation from the characteristic speed. The intuitive expectation here is that the improper sign of the fourth{order dispersion would degrade the overall stability of the process. Contrary to this expectation, the nonlinear blow-up was not observed even for c = 0:75 (compare with the case of proper sign { previous subsection, when the blow-up takes place for c 0:85). Apparently, the interaction of the monotone shapes produce some unfavorable deformation of the signal, making part of it a signal of zero or negative energy. Consecutively this part of the signal blows up. The nonlinear blow-up was observed in our calculations for c l = ?c r = 0:7. The threshold is very near that value, because as shown in Fig. 10 for c l = 0:8; c r = ?0:7 no blow-up takes place. In fact, the last gure was produced in our quest for dynamical creation of \quasi-particles" of type of resonances (bound states). One sees that the faster solitary wave reemerges from the collision considerably changed in shape resembling rather a bound state of two waves. We did pursue further the calculations in the moving frame of the right{going soliton but the bound state dissolved and nally the whole structure evolved into a pulse, i.e. it did not survive the collision. At the same time the bigger (left-going in the gure) solitary wave did preserve its identity after the collision. In Fig. 11 the evolution of the right-going soliton is followed after it re-emerges from the collision shown in Fig. 9 . Now the oscillatory soliton eventually recovers its identity and pulses-photons of virtually zero energy are emitted ahead of it and propagate with the characteristic velocity. Once again a bound state was not produced by the head-on collision of two Kawahara solitons.
Finally, let us mention that we actually studied an overtaking collision for the case c l = 0:8; c r = 0:7. Once again a bound state was not found and the smaller soliton did not survive the collision. 
Conclusions
The derivations of Boussinesq equations in shallow uid layers and in nonlinear chains have been revisited. It has been shown that the correct truncation of the series repre-senting the dispersion is after the sixth derivative. The nonlinear equation derived is called Sixth-Order Generalized Boussinesq Equation (6GB) for which conservation laws of mass and energy and a balance law for the pseudomomentum are shown to hold. The stationary propagating localized solutions have been investigated numerically and the two classes of solutions corresponding to the two di erent signs of the fourthorder dispersion term are obtained: monotone (sech-like) shapes and shapes with oscillatory tails (Kawahara solitons). These two classes are subsonic as they propagate with phase speeds slower than the characteristic speed of equation. The Kawahara solitons can form bound states.
The dynamics of collisions of the localized solutions has been investigated numerically by means of a di erence scheme that faithfully represents the conservation and balance laws. An important feature of the collisions of solitary waves in 6GB is inelasticity, manifesting itself in the emission of a faster pulse-photon of virtually zero mass and energy which propagates with the characteristic speed. The pulse-photon eventually escapes the lagging \hump" and the latter practically resumes its original shape, phase speed, mass and energy. In this sense, the solitary waves of 6GBE can be called solitons, since their behavior upon collision ts well the expected behavior of the \quasi-particles" of the eld governed by the 6GBE equation.
In order to check the performance of the simple scheme implemented here we used also the spectral technique developed in 41, 42, 43] . The algorithm developed for the fth-order Korteweg-de Vries equation (FKdV) 43] has been applied here without major changes save the fact that now a nontrivial term containing the second derivative is present. Limiting the number of terms in the spectral technique we reached point-wise agreement with the di erence soliton within 1% from the amplitude of the soliton.
Another check was provided by the Method of Variational Imbedding (MVI) developed in 44] for identifying homoclinic solutions (see, also 45, 46] ). MVI is a di erence technique and if it gives a solution it must coincide with the di erence solution obtained here. This has been the case and the two di erence solutions agreed within the round{o error of calculations with double precision ( 10 ?11 ) .
Note that the inverse nature of homoclinic problem does not show up for eq.(5.1) and solutions have been obtained here with a simple scheme without special techniques for inverse problems, like the mentioned MVI. It was not the case, however, with homoclinic solution of the Lorenz system 44] and the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation 45, 46] where the inverse nature of the problem of homoclinic identi cation showed up in a drastic form. The explanation may be that here the problem is of even order (linear part is self-adjoint) while in the mentioned cases the linear part was of odd order (third order). Thus the simple scheme with Newton's quasi-linearization turns out to be instrumental in obtaining the numerical solution in the case under study.
